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ABSTRACT: Thin films of n-type γ-Cu3V2O8 are prepared with high phase
purity via reactive co-sputtering deposition. Complementary X-ray spectroscopic
methods are used to reveal that the valence band maximum consists of O 2p
states, while the conduction band minimum is primarily composed of Cu 3d
states. Therefore, γ-Cu3V2O8 is classified as a charge transfer insulator, in which
the 1.80 eV indirect band gap corresponds to the O 2p → Cu 3d transition.
Through photoelectrochemical measurements, the surface of γ-Cu3V2O8
photoanodes is found to display intrinsic activity for catalyzing water oxidation
that is stable with time. The combination of a small optical band gap, suitable
valence band energy, and excellent photoelectrochemical stability suggests that
γ-Cu3V2O8 could be a promising photoanode material. However, it is found that
the charge extraction efficiency from these semiconductor photoanodes is
strongly limited by a short (20−40 nm) hole diffusion length. Characterization
of the electronic structure and transport properties of γ-Cu3V2O8 photoanodes
suggests strategies for improving energy conversion efficiency and provides fundamental insights that can be used for
understanding and evaluating function in a broader class of emerging ternary metal oxides.

1. INTRODUCTION

In the pursuit of efficient solar-to-fuel conversion systems,
semiconducting transition metal oxides (TMOs) have been
extensively investigated as photoelectrode materials because of
their potential for low-cost fabrication and chemical stability.1−7

For driving the four proton/four electron oxygen evolution
reaction (OER), various n-type binary TMOs have been
explored and found to exhibit moderate photoelectrochemical
(PEC) activity. However, the functional performance character-
istics of these materials are often limited by basic optoelectronic
properties of the semiconductor such as small minority charge
carrier mobilities (e.g., α-Fe2O3) or large optical band gaps
(e.g., TiO2 and WO3).

7,8 While intensive efforts have been
dedicated to addressing these challenges with novel approaches,
including decoupling of the carrier diffusion length from the
absorption depth via nanostructuring9,10 and reducing the
absorption onset via band gap engineering,11 research efforts
are increasingly targeting ternary metal oxides as candidate
photoanode materials. A representative example of this class of
materials is monoclinic bismuth vanadate (m-BiVO4), which
enables visible light absorption with a bandgap (Eg) of 2.5 eV
and an impressive 6.72 mA/cm2 photocurrent density under 1
sun illumination at 1.23 V versus the reversible hydrogen
electrode (RHE).12 Nevertheless, its bandgap remains too large
to support high efficiency solar energy conversion, and new
materials must be developed if a practical system is to be
realized.

From the perspective of electronic structure, the band gap of
d0 binary oxides (e.g., TiO2, V2O5, and WO3) is usually dictated
by transitions between O 2p and metal d states, from which the
valence band maximum (VBM) and the conduction band
minimum (CBM) are formed, respectively. Incorporating an
open d-shell transition metal into these binary oxides could
enable additional charge transfer pathways that lead to
enhanced visible light absorption. For instance, hybridization
between Cu 3d and O 2p states shifts the valence band of
CuWO4 upward, such that the 2.6 eV bandgap of the binary
material (i.e., WO3) is reduced to 2.3 eV in the ternary
compound.13 The same concept can be applied to understand
the electronic structures of a series of transition metal vanadates
(MxVyOz, M = Mn, Fe, Ni, or Cu) that all possess the ability to
drive photoelectrochemical oxidation reactions.14−18 When
compared to the aforementioned m-BiVO4, these vanadate
materials tend to exhibit narrower bandgaps and improved
stability under long-term illumination in aqueous electrolyte,
but substantially lower photocurrent densities. The present
work specifically investigates the optical properties and
electronic structure of γ-Cu3V2O8 (McBirneyite), one of several
possible copper vanadate (CVO) phases, as well as its PEC
characteristics. Previously, Seabold and Neale showed that
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nanocrystals of γ-Cu3V2O8 exhibit near 100% Faradaic
efficiency for O2 evolution,17 and Guo et al. reported two
other CVO phases, CuV2O6 and Cu2V2O7, as promising
photoanode materials that provide 25−35 μA/cm2 photo-
current densities at 1.23 V versus RHE.18 By using a
combinatorial synthesis approach and high-throughput charac-
terization techniques, Zhou et al. navigated through the
complicated CVO phase map and identified γ-Cu3V2O8 to
possess the highest PEC activity and stability in pH 9 borate
buffer.19

The crystal structure of γ-Cu3V2O8 consists of VO4
tetrahedra and two distinct Cu motifs (square-planar CuO4
and square-pyramidal CuO5). The formal oxidation states for
Cu (3d9), V (3d0), and O (2p6) are +2, +5, and −2,
respectively. The projected density of states (DOS) calculated
by prior density functional theory (DFT) suggested that the
conduction band edge is composed of primarily the unoccupied
Cu 3d states, while empty V 3d states are located ∼1 eV higher
in the CB.19 The computed 2.05 eV indirect band gap is
therefore predicted to be a charge transfer excitation from O 2p
to Cu 3d. To our best knowledge, however, no experimental
studies have yet verified these computational results or explored
their implications on the characteristics of functional photo-
anodes. Here, large-scale thin films of γ-Cu3V2O8 are prepared
by reactive magnetron co-sputtering. Tauc analysis yields an
indirect band gap at 1.80 eV, just slightly lower than the
computational value. A weak absorption peak at 1.30 eV is
assigned to localized, on-site ligand field excitations at the Cu2+

cations (d9 configuration) that do not generate conducting
charge carriers. The electronic band structure of γ-Cu3V2O8 is
studied by a series of core-level spectroscopic techniques
including X-ray photoemission spectroscopy (XPS), X-ray
absorption spectroscopy (XAS), and resonant inelastic X-ray
scattering (RIXS). A high degree of hybridization is found in
the valence band, with O 2p states dominating the band edge.
Experimental measurements confirm that unoccupied Cu 3d
states lie near the CBM. Onsets of photoanodic current are
measured at 0.85 and 0.70 V versus RHE for water and sulfite
oxidation, respectively. However, it is found that the photo-
current density of γ-Cu3V2O8 is limited by the imbalance
between the large absorption depth, α−1, and the short hole
diffusion length, Lh. Findings of the present work provide
fundamental insights into how the electronic structure and
optoelectronic properties of γ-Cu3V2O8 affect its photo-
electrochemical characteristics, as well as charge extraction
limitations, and suggest feasible strategies for improving PEC
performance. In addition, these results are expected to aid in
evaluation of the broader class of emerging transition metal
vanadates as candidates for next generation photoanodes.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
2.1. Preparation of γ-Cu3V2O8 Thin Films. Thin films of γ-

Cu3V2O8 were grown by radio frequency magnetron co-sputtering of
Cu and V metal targets onto 25 × 75 mm2, 1.1 mm thick indium tin
oxide (ITO) coated glass substrates (CB-40IN-S111, Delta Tech-
nologies) in a sputtering deposition system (LAB Line, Kurt J. Lester).
The reactive working atmosphere consisted of 10 mTorr of inert Ar
and 1 mTorr of O2, and the substrate temperature was kept at 450 °C
during the process. The powers on the metal targets were 31 and 260
W for Cu and V, respectively, which translated to a growth rate of ∼4
nm/min. The as-deposited films were then annealed in air at 550 °C
for 1 h with a 12 °C/min ramp rate, followed by natural cooling to
room temperature, using a box furnace (CBFM518C, Cole Parmer). A
series of films with seven different thicknesses (25−1200 nm) was

prepared by varying the sputtering time between 6 and 300 min. We
note that annealing of ITO to 550 °C can yield increased resistivity.
Tests on bare ITO, unprotected by a CVO overlayer, reveal an
increase of resistivity from ∼30 to ∼100 Ω/cm, which has little impact
on observed photoelectrochemical characteristics due to the low
photocurrent densities measured in this work. To enable ellipsometric
study of the material, a 500 nm thick γ-Cu3V2O8 film was grown on a 1
mm thick quartz substrate (Chemglass) following the identical
procedures and conditions.

2.2. Material Characterization. The crystalline structures of
CVO thin films were analyzed by grazing incidence X-ray diffraction
(GIXRD) with a Rigaku Smartlab diffractometer using Cu−Kα

radiation. The incident angle, ω, was fixed at 0.5°, and the detector
angle, 2θ, was scanned between 10 and 70° with 0.02° intervals.
Sample morphologies were inspected at the sub-μm scale using a
scanning electron microscope (Quanta FEG 250, FEI) with a 10 kV
acceleration voltage and a 10 mm working distance. Stoichiometric
composition was obtained by an inductively coupled plasma mass
spectrometer (7900 ICP-MS, Agilent) after CVO thin films were
dissolved in concentrated nitric acid. Raman spectra were recorded
using a confocal Raman microscope (LabRam HR, Horiba Jobin
Yvon) with a 532 nm laser source. The excitation laser power at the
sample surface was adjusted to be in the 1−2 mW range, and the
spectral positions were calibrated by the characteristic Si phonon peak
at 520.7 cm−1.

Optical properties of γ-Cu3V2O8 thin films, including transmission
and specular reflection (∼5° incident angle), were recorded using a
UV−vis spectrometer equipped with an integrating sphere (SolidSpec-
3700, Shimadzu) over the range from 300−900 nm. Because the UV−
vis spectrometer has limited photon flux in the infrared region, variable
angle spectroscopic ellipsometry (VASE) was used as a parallel
technique for extracting the absorption coefficient: the changes in
intensity and polarization of incident light (λ = 193−1690 nm) after
interacting with the target thin film were recorded by an ellipsometer
(M-2000DI, J. A. Woollam Co.) as a function of incident angle
between 45 and 75° with 5° increments.

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) data were acquired by a
Kratos Axis Ultra spectrometer, using an Al−Kα source (hν = 1486.69
eV) operated at 225 W and a hemispherical electron energy analyzer.
A −10 V bias voltage was applied during the measurement of work
function. Spectral fitting was conducted using CasaXPS software.
Following Shirley background subtraction, the acquired core-level
spectra (O 1s, V 2p, and Cu 2p) were fit with quasi-Voigt functions.
Spectral positions were calibrated using adventitious alkyl carbon
signals by shifting the C 1s peak to 284.8 eV.

X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) measurements of the O K-
edge, Cu L-edge, and V L-edge were performed at beamline 6.3.1 of
the Advanced Light Source (ALS) at Lawrence Berkeley National
Laboratory (LBNL). A variable line spacing plane-grating mono-
chromator was used for controlling the incident photon energy with
<150 meV energy resolution, and the absorption data were collected
simultaneously in the total electron yield (TEY) and the total
fluorescence yield (TFY) modes, which both gave very similar results.
The acquired XAS spectra were normalized to the incident photon flux
monitored by measuring the photocurrent from a gold mesh upstream
in the beamline. Energy calibration at O K-edge (plus the neighboring
V L-edge) and Cu L-edge was done with TiO2 and CuO standards,
respectively.

Nonresonant X-ray emission spectroscopy (XES) and resonant
inelastic X-ray scattering (RIXS) data were collected at beamline 8.0.1
of the ALS using a Rowland-circle grating spectrometer equipped with
a two-dimensional multichannel plate detector with ∼400 meV
instrument resolution. The monochromator resolution for X-ray
excitation was ∼150 meV at the O K-edge. The emission energy was
calibrated using the positions of the elastic scattering peak in the
emission spectra.

2.3. Photoelectrochemical (PEC) Measurements. The PEC
measurements were conducted using an AM1.5 solar simulator (16S-
300−002, Solar Light) in a three-electrode configuration. The γ-
Cu3V2O8 thin film and a Pt wire served as the working and counter
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electrode, respectively, while a Ag/AgCl electrode immersed in 3 M
KCl solution was used as the reference electrode. The pH 9.2 buffer
solution consisted of 0.1 M H3BO3 (Sigma-Aldrich) and 0.05 M
NaOH (Sigma-Aldrich), with the option of adding 0.1 M Na2SO3
(Alfa Aesar) as a sacrificial hole acceptor. Current−voltage character-
istics were recorded with a potentiostat (SP-300, Bio-Logic), and the
reported potentials were converted to the reversible hydrogen
electrode (RHE) scale using the following relation:

= + + ×E E 0.210 V (0.0591 V pH)RHE Ag/AgCl (1)

The incident photon-to-current efficiency (IPCE) was measured in pH
9.2 borate buffer with the presence of 0.1 M Na2SO3 at 1.23 V versus
RHE external bias. A 150 W Xe arc lamp (M6255, Newport)
combined with a holographic grating monochromator (CS-130, Oriel
Instruments) was used to illuminate the front-side of the γ-Cu3V2O8
sample in a PEC cell, while differences in photocurrent and dark
current responses at individual wavelength were acquired by a Gamry
Reference 600 potentiostat. The reference incident spectrum was
measured by recording the photocurrent response from a calibrated Si
photodiode at 10 nm intervals between 290 and 800 nm.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Copper vanadate (CVO) thin films deposited by reactive co-
sputtering exhibited a homogeneous reddish−brown color over
the entire 25 × 75 mm2 substrate after 1 h of post deposition
air annealing at 550 °C. Depending on the elemental Cu/V
ratio of the deposited films, which was tunable by varying the
sputtering powers on the Cu and V targets, several CVO phases
could be accessed, as determined by grazing incidence XRD
(GIXRD) and shown in Figure S1 of the Supporting
Information. In the sequence of Cu-rich to V-rich phases, the
identified phases in the different films were Cu5V2O10
(Stoiberite), Cu11V6O26 (Fingerite), γ-Cu3V2O8 (McBirneyite),
and β-Cu2V2O7 (Ziesite). The GIXRD pattern of the γ-
Cu3V2O8 film, which is the focus of this study, is shown in
Figure 1a and indicated that the film is of very high phase
purity, with the diffraction peak at 2θ = 24.7° caused by the
presence of trace amount β-Cu2V2O7, the coexistence of which
was also observed in a previous combinatorial study.19 The
Raman spectrum from our sputtered γ-Cu3V2O8 exhibited
scattering peaks at ∼860 and 920 cm−1 that are associated with
tetrahedral VO4 stretching modes, along with peaks at 380 and
545 cm−1 that are due to the bending of the same structural
motif (Figure S2).20 The stoichiometric transition metal ratio,
Cu/(Cu+V), of films dissolved in HNO3 was analyzed by ICP-
MS. The ratio of 0.602 ± 0.012, averaged from measurement of
seven films of different thicknesses, agrees well with the
expected value of 0.600 for γ-Cu3V2O8. The SEM image
(Figure 1b) shows that the grains are approximately 100−300
nm in size and form a homogeneous layer on the substrate. In
comparison with previously reported films prepared from
nanocrystals,17 thin films deposited by reactive co-sputtering
exhibit a significantly more compact morphology. In addition to
precise composition control and excellent reproducibility, the
reactive co-sputtering method presented in this work provides
potential for scale-up and integration with other components in
future solar fuels devices.
The transmittance and specular reflectance curves of a 200

nm γ-Cu3V2O8 thin film are shown in Figure 2a. Although the
transmission dropped sharply at approximately 600 nm, an
optical band gap cannot be precisely assigned since both
response functions are convoluted with interference oscil-
lations. The absorption coefficient, α, was therefore calculated
using the following equation:

α = − +T R dln[(% % )/100]/ (2)

where d is the film thickness determined by cross-sectional
SEM. Linear regions in Tauc plots (Figure 2b) indicate that the
indirect and direct allowed band gaps are 1.80 and 2.74 eV,
respectively. Weak optical absorption below the 1.80 eV band
gap can be seen in the indirect allowed Tauc plot. A similar
feature has also been observed, but not assigned, for a variety of
CVO phases measured in a previous high-throughput study.19

To better resolve this absorption feature in the near-infrared

Figure 1. (a) GIXRD pattern measured from a sputtered γ-Cu3V2O8
thin film (black), compared to the measured pattern from the ITO
substrate (gray) and the reference peak positions of McBirneyite (red
lines, ICSD #04−010−1734). (b) Plane view and (c) cross-sectional
SEM images of a 200 nm γ-Cu3V2O8 thin film deposited on an ITO-
coated glass substrate.
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region, variable angle spectroscopic ellipsometry (VASE) was
performed on a γ-Cu3V2O8 thin film deposited on a quartz
substrate (Figure S3). In the visible wavelength region, the
absorption coefficient measured by VASE (Figure 2c) is close
to the UV−vis result, and the 103−104 cm−1 magnitude of α is
similar to that of other indirect band gap oxides.21,22 In the sub-
bandgap range, a symmetric absorption peak centered at 1.30
eV was also observed. A likely origin of this absorption feature
is the local ligand field excitations of Cu2+ cations: the open d-
shell of Cu2+ (3d9) allows on-site excitations of d-shell electrons
into the half-filled Cu dx2−y2 orbital within both the square-
planar CuO4 and the square-pyramidal CuO5 motifs. In other

Cu2+-containing oxides, such as CuO and CuWO4, a similar
weak absorption peak can be seen below 1.5 eV (or at
wavelengths >800 nm).13,23,24 In contrast, such a ligand field-
induced optical absorption feature is not present in Cu+-based
oxides (e.g., Cu2O and CuMnO2) because the Cu 3d shell is
completely full.25,26

XPS analysis was used to evaluate the chemical and
electronic properties of γ-Cu3V2O8. The O 1s, V 2p, and Cu
2p core level XPS spectra, shown in Figure 3, are in agreement
with the expected formal oxidation states of these elements in
the material. In particular, the 516.87 eV binding energy of the
sharp V 2p3/2 peak (Figure 3a) is close to the reported value of
V2O5 and indicates V5+ as the dominant oxidation state.27 The
O 1s spectrum contains two primary components (Figure 3b),
with the peak at 530.13 eV consistent with lattice O2− and the
higher binding energy contribution near 532 eV arising from
adsorbed water or surface oxygen-bearing groups. As shown in
Figure 3c, the binding energy of the broad Cu 2p3/2 peak
(934.33 eV), together with the strong satellite peaks in the
range of 940−945 eV, indicates that Cu2+ is the dominant
oxidation state.28−30 Fitting parameters for the Cu 2p3/2 XPS
spectrum (including peak position, peak width, and underlying
area for each component) are listed in Table S1, and a weak
component at 931.69 eV, associated with the presence of Cu+,
is observed. Quantitative analysis indicates ∼3% of the Cu
atoms were reduced to the +1 oxidation state. This presence of
Cu+ may provide the source of native n-type doping in the
films, which is indicated by the valence band spectrum (Figure
3d) in which the onset of photoemission occurs at 1.46 eV
below the Fermi energy (EF); the fact that EF is located closer
to the CBM than VBM confirms the sputtered γ-Cu3V2O8 to be
an n-type semiconductor. The position of EF was found to be
4.57 eV below the vacuum level by photoemission-based work
function measurements (Figure S4). Hence, the energetic
positions of the VBM and CBM are located at 6.03 and 4.23 eV
below the vacuum level, respectively (using the 1.80 eV indirect
band gap).
Additional insight into the electronic structure of γ-Cu3V2O8

is obtained by comparing XPS data collected in darkness and
under optical excitation. As shown in Figure 3c, the intensity of
the Cu+ component increased significantly when the sample
was illuminated with a 405 nm laser diode (CPS405, Thorlabs).
The observation of a significant increase in the Cu+

contribution under illumination suggests that the CBM is
composed of Cu 3d states. Furthermore, this formal oxidation
state change may indicate electron localization at Cu sites,
which is characteristic of small electron polaron formation. A
similar oxidation state change from V5+ to V4+ has been
previously reported for photocharged BiVO4,

31 in which the
CBM mainly consists of V 3d states.32 It should be noted that
XPS is a surface-sensitive technique; therefore, the observation
of additional Cu+ under light illumination may not reflect the
response from the bulk γ-Cu3V2O8. The results of RIXS
measurement, which is a bulk-sensitive technique, will verify the
findings of XPS analysis, as discussed in later paragraphs.
To compliment photoemission measurements, which

provide a measure of occupied states in the material, X-ray
absorption spectroscopy (XAS) was used to probe the
unoccupied states in the conduction band. X-ray absorption
at metal (Cu and V) L-edges promotes 2p electrons into
unoccupied 3d levels, but the measured spectra are dominated
by the spin−orbit effects and thus do not resemble the element-
specific DOS (Figure S5). On the other hand, because of

Figure 2. (a) Transmission (cyan) and reflection (purple) spectra of a
200 nm γ-Cu3V2O8 film on an ITO-coated glass substrate, measured
with an integrating sphere as a function of wavelength. (b) Tauc plots
for indirect (green) and direct (blue) allowed transitions. (c)
Absorption coefficient, α, of γ-Cu3V2O8 measured by VASE, plotted
as a function of photon energy.
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hybridization with Cu 3d and V 3d orbitals, O K-edge XAS,
which probes the O 1s → O 2p transitions, allows
characterization of orbitals containing O 2p antibonding
character in the conduction band, manifested by the absorption
features in the energy range 528−535 eV in Figure 4a, without
spin−orbit effects. We note that first-principles calculations of
electronic structure and associated XAS spectra could provide

additional insights into d-manifold splitting and local
coordination structures around Cu2+ and V5+, but such
calculations are beyond the scope of the present work.
Nevertheless, experimental XAS spectra provide powerful
information about the electronic structure of the material. As
shown in Figure 4a, the O K-edge XAS spectrum of γ-Cu3V2O8
contains two peaks at 529.9 and 531.5 eV. Previously, a similar
dual-peak feature (at 529.6 and 531.0 eV) was seen in BiVO4, in
which the CBM mainly consists of V 3d states.32 In
comparison, only a single peak at 530.1 eV was observed in a
prior study reporting O K-edge XAS of CuO thin films.29 The
dual-peak feature in BiVO4 has been attributed to the d-
manifold splitting due to the distortion of VO4 tetrahedra.32

Close inspection reveals the difference in relative intensities of
the two peaks at the O K-edge: in γ-Cu3V2O8, the amplitude of
the 529.9 eV peak is larger than that of the 531.5 eV peak, but
in BiVO4, the 531.0 eV peak is more intense than that of the
529.6 eV peak. While unoccupied Bi 6p states are found to be 3
eV higher than the CBM in BiVO4, the unoccupied Cu 3d
states in γ-Cu3V2O8 are expected to be near the band edge
according to XPS results (see above) and DFT calculations.19

The additional unoccupied states observed at the onset of O K-
edge XAS in γ-Cu3V2O8, as compared to BiVO4, are consistent
with the assignment of Cu 3d states at the bottom of the
conduction band.
We now return to characterization of the VB electronic

structure. While X-ray photoemission spectra from the VB
region provide information about occupied states near band-
edge, spectral contributions are fixed by elemental photo-
ionization cross-sections at the single excitation energy.
However, nonresonant X-ray emission spectroscopy (XES)
using synchrotron light sources can be used for qualitatively
deconvoluting the partial densities of states (pDOS) in the
valence band contributed by different elements: following
absorption of X-ray photons with energy much higher than the
specific XAS edge of the investigated elemental transition, the
core hole recombines with a valence electron, which results in
the emission of an X-ray photon containing information about
the element-specific states comprising the valence band. In
Figure 4b, the O Kα, Cu Lα, and V Lα emission spectra are
plotted on a common energy scale by aligning the leading
spectral edges to an arbitrary Fermi level EF′. This analysis
scheme, based on leading edge energy alignment, has been
successfully applied to understand the p-d hybridization in the
valence bands of transition metal fluorides, of which the peaks
of the F Kα emission align with the shoulders of metal Lα

emission and the peaks of metal Lα emission align with the
shoulders of F Kα emission.

33 Because of the higher covalence
in the oxide system, the distinction between the X-ray emission
peak and shoulder is expected to be less obvious. Nevertheless,
Figure 4b provides valuable insights into the relative positions
of individual orbital contributions to the valence band. We note
that, because of the proximity of the V L-edge to the O K-edge,
the V XES spectrum in Figure 4b was measured with an
excitation energy 519.14 eV that avoided interference from
oxygen. With the leading edges of three spectra aligned, the
broad V emission peak overlaps with the low energy shoulder
of the O Kα spectrum, while the sharp peak of Cu Lα emission
sits between the main peaks of O and V. Weak shoulders on the
high energy side of the main peaks from both Cu and V
emission spectra are observed and coincide with the main peak
from the O Kα emission spectrum due to orbital hybridization.
Therefore, in the sequence of higher to lower energy, the

Figure 3. (a) O 1s, (b) V 2p, and (c) Cu 2p3/2 XPS spectra of a γ-
Cu3V2O8 thin film acquired in dark condition (black) and under the
illumination of a 405 nm laser diode (blue). Cu 2p3/2 fitting results,
which are the sum over a Shirley background (gray) and five quasi-
Voigt components, are shown in red lines. (d) Valence band XPS
spectrum acquired in dark condition. Inset: the enlarged region
showing the valence band onset.
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contributions to the valence band can be characterized as O 2p,
hybridized Cu 3d−O 2p bonding states, and hybridized V 3d−
O 2p bonding states, respectively. Importantly, the VBM pDOS
is dominated by O 2p states.
RIXS34 measurements were performed to probe the nature of

band-to-band transitions and verify the spectral assignments
described above. In this photon-in/photon-out technique, the
incident X-ray photon resonantly promotes a core-level
electron into the conduction band (instead of the vacuum
level in the case of nonresonant XES); then the core hole in the
intermediate state is radiatively annihilated by a valence
electron. Consequently, the final state in RIXS measurements
comprises an electron in the conduction band and a hole in the
valence band, equivalent to the final state of an optical band gap
excitation. Since the momentum of the incident X-ray photon is
negligible, RIXS offers the additional advantage of probing
vertical transitions in the wave-vector (k) space and can be used
as a powerful tool for studying electronic structure35,36 and
discerning the nature of the band gap.21 As shown schemati-
cally in Figure 4c, for the case of direct gap semiconductors, like
CdO37 and GaN,38 the CBM and VBM are aligned in k-space.
Therefore, X-ray excitation to the CBM yields the highest
emitted X-ray photon energy, and a redshift of the emission
energy occurs with increasing excitation energy. In contrast,
indirect bandgap semiconductors are characterized by a

blueshift of X-ray emission with increasing X-ray excitation
energy, as shown schematically in Figure 4c and previously
reported in α-Fe2O3,

39 Be chalcogenides,40 and BiVO4.
21,41

Figure 4d shows the result of O K-edge RIXS from sputtered
γ-Cu3V2O8 films. The 529.34 eV excitation marks the
promotion of an O 1s electron into the CBM (see
corresponding vertical dashed line in Figure 4a). As the X-ray
excitation energy was increased and core electrons were excited
to higher lying states in the CB, the leading edge of the
resulting X-ray emission was observed to blueshift. This result
suggests that γ-Cu3V2O8 has an indirect band gap and is in
agreement with the Tauc analysis (see above).
RIXS measurements also reveal that the spectral shape of O

K-edge emission evolves with excitation energy. This effect
manifests by the growth of a peak at 523.4 eV with increasing
X-ray excitation energy. In addition, a smaller emission peak
near 524.7 eV is only observed upon excitation near the XAS
onset. These observations can be explained by simultaneously
considering the nature of the states in the CB that participate in
X-ray absorption and those in the VB that participate in X-ray
emission. We also note that this analysis is based on O K-edge
RIXS since hybridization between oxygen p-orbitals and the
transition metal d-orbitals provides sensitivity across the near-
band edge range. The excitation energy dependence of the
524.7 eV feature is explained by the presence of Cu 3d states at

Figure 4. (a) O K-edge XAS spectrum of γ-Cu3V2O8. Dashed lines indicate the excitation energies used in the RIXS experiment. (b) O Kα (blue)
and Cu Lα (red) nonresonant X-ray emission spectra. Because of the overlap with O K-edge, the V L-edge XES spectrum (green) was measured with
519.14 eV excitation. The leading edges of all three spectra are aligned to an arbitrary Fermi energy EF′. (c) Schematic representation illustrating the
excitation energy dependence of the X-ray emission energy in RIXS measurements. (d) Resonantly excited O K-edge XES as a function of X-ray
excitation energy. The horizontal black arrow indicates the blueshift with increasing excitation energy, the vertical red arrow indicates the weak peak
associated with Cu d-orbital hybridization, and the vertical green arrow indicates the spectral region dominated by hybridization with V d-orbitals.
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the CBM and in the middle of the VB, such that XES spectra
associated with excitations at the O K-edge absorption onset
would lead to enhanced intensity from the energetic region
dominated by the pDOS of Cu in the VB. As the excitation
energy moves off resonance for Cu 3d states in the CB, the
spectral weight from this feature in the VB is reduced. Likewise,
at higher excitation energies, absorption occurs to states higher
in the conduction band, where unoccupied V 3d states
dominate. As a result, the emission intensity increases in the
energy range where the pDOS for V is dominant. The observed
spectral shape evolution is consistent with the pDOS
assignments made from analyzing nonresonant XES spectra,
as discussed above and shown in Figure 4b. As shown by the
vertical dashed lines in Figure 4a, excitation with 529.34 and
530.14 eV photons leads to resonant absorption to the lowest
energy peak of the O K-edge absorption spectrum. The
resulting emission spectra are characterized by a 1.3 eV
difference between the main peak (∼526.0 eV) and the weaker
resonance feature (∼524.7 eV), which is in good agreement
with the separation between the primary peaks in the
nonresonant XES of O Kα and Cu Lα when the spectral
leading edges are aligned (Figure 4b). At X-ray energies of
531.54 and 532.74 eV, the excitation moved into resonance
with the second O K-edge absorption peak and the weak
emission peak at ∼524.7 eV could no longer be resolved. This
spectral change was accompanied by the appearance of a broad
emission peak at 523.3 eV, which matched well the V pDOS in
the valence band from the nonresonant XES analysis. Thus, the
RIXS results are in excellent agreement with assignments made
from both XAS and nonresonant XES measurements and
confirm the different elemental contributions to the DOS in the
near band-edge region of γ-Cu3V2O8.
A schematic summary of the near band-edge electronic

structure and associated optical transitions of γ-Cu3V2O8 is
presented in Figure 5. Combining experimental results from

XPS, XAS, nonresonant XES, and RIXS, it is found that the
VBM is mainly of O 2p character, with Cu 3d and V 3d
contributions deeper within the VB. The unoccupied 3d states
of Cu2+ dominate the CBM, while the V5+ 3d states dominate at
higher energies within the conduction band. With these
assignments, we can classify γ-Cu3V2O8 as a charge transfer
insulator in which the d−d Coulomb repulsion energy of Cu is

greater than the charge transfer gap separating O 2p states from
unoccupied transition metal 3d states.42 Stated differently, the
CBM comprises the upper Hubbard band arising from the
highly correlated unpaired electrons of d9 Cu in γ-Cu3V2O8,
while the VBM comprises the O 2p ligand band, with energy
that is higher than the lower Hubbard band. It should be noted
that the experimental findings of the present work are
qualitatively consistent with the pDOS distributions predicted
by previous DFT calculations.19 The 1.80 eV indirect band gap
of γ-Cu3V2O8, which is slightly larger than the 1.4 eV value of
CuO23 but less than the reported 2.04−2.66 eV band gap of
V2O5,

43 reflects the O 2p → Cu 3d charge transfer transition. It
is worthwhile to compare the distinct influence of incorporating
Cu2+ into a prototypical binary d0 oxide, such as CuWO4, in
which the valence band energy is raised by hybridization of Cu
3d and O 2p but the CBM is not affected and remains
dominated by W 5d states.13 In contrast, like V2O5, the VBM of
γ-Cu3V2O8 remains dominated by O 2p states, but the
unoccupied Cu 3d states lower the CBM and shrink the
band gap.
Figure 5 suggests that both the equilibrium HER and OER

potentials (0 and 1.23 V vs RHE, respectively) are straddled by
CBM and VBM, making γ-Cu3V2O8 an energetically desirable
material for water-splitting applications. However, it must be
noted that the band edge energies demonstrated here are
unique to the semiconductor−vacuum interface, as well as the
specific nature of the surface termination under measurement
conditions.44 In a PEC system, where the semiconductor is in
contact with aqueous solution, charge and chemical rearrange-
ment at the semiconductor−liquid junction (SCLJ) would
induce an additional band edge energy shift that is specific to
the semiconductor and its surface chemistry. Therefore, it is
necessary to measure the energy alignment, including the flat
band potential, at the SCLJ by (photo)electrochemical
methods. Seabold et al.17 reported a ∼0.66 eV flat band
potential for an electrode made of γ-Cu3V2O8 nanocrystals by
Mott−Schottky measurements. This value was very close to the
0.70 V versus RHE photocurrent onset for the facile sulfite
oxidation reaction observed in the same study. In the present
work, the linear sweep voltammetry (LSV) curve of a sputtered
γ-Cu3V2O8 thin-film electrode is plotted in Figure 6a. A
photocurrent density of ∼62 μA/cm2 for water oxidation was
measured in the absence of sacrificial hole acceptor at 1.23 V
versus RHE in the pH 9.2 buffer solution and under AM1.5
simulated solar irradiation at 1 sun intensity (100 mW/cm2).
The absence of photocurrent spikes as the illumination source
was chopped indicates that carrier recombination through
surface states was negligible. Most likely because of the
overpotentials associated with water oxidation reactions, the
∼0.85 V versus RHE onset potential is more anodic than the
previously reported flat band potential. When 0.1 M Na2SO3
was added into the buffer solution as sacrificial hole acceptor,
the photocurrent density at 1.23 V versus RHE increased by
almost 50%, to ∼91 μA/cm2, and the onset potential was
reduced to 0.70 V versus RHE, which is identical to the
previously reported onset for sulfite oxidation.17 Moreover, the
dark current in the present work is significantly lower than from
the previously reported nanocrystal films, reflecting the highly
compact morphology of the γ-Cu3V2O8 thin films prepared by
the reactive co-sputtering method.
The incident photon-to-current efficiency (IPCE) spectrum

was measured at an applied bias of 1.23 V versus RHE in pH
9.2 buffer solution containing Na2SO3 as sacrificial hole

Figure 5. Illustration of the optoelectronic structure of γ-Cu3V2O8
with respect to the vacuum level.
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acceptor. As shown in Figure 6b, the result is in agreement with
the wavelength dependence of the absorption coefficient and,
within the instrumental sensitivity, the onset of photocurrent
was found to be at ∼600 nm, reaching 3% efficiency at 360 nm.
The low IPCE responses are likely caused by poor charge
carrier mobility, such that only a small fraction of photo-
generated carriers can reach the SCLJ. It is also worth noting
that the ∼0.6 V photovoltage observed for sulfite oxidation is

much lower than would be expected based on the 1.80 eV
optical band gap of the material. The lack of photocurrent
transients in the chopped illumination measurements presented
in Figure 6a suggests that interface defect states do not
dominate in limiting photovoltage in the presence of sacrificial
hole acceptor. However, additional factors, such as bulk charge
localization at defects and as polarons, nonoptimal electrical
back contact with ITO, and limited quasi-Fermi level splitting
due to rapid photocarrier recombination within the bulk, may
play important roles in impeding photovoltage generation.
Stability of γ-Cu3V2O8 under PEC conditions was tested by

chronoamperometry measurements, also at an applied bias of
1.23 V versus RHE in pH 9.2 buffer but without Na2SO3

present so that stability under oxygen evolution conditions
could be assessed. As can be seen in Figure 6c, the material
demonstrated exceptional stability for more than 20 h. An
approximately 30% increase in photocurrent density was
observed over the first 3 h, which was possibly due to surface
modification under operational conditions. Previously, Zhou et
al.45 carried out a systematic stability study of several CVO
phases and discovered significant loss of surface V to solution
after PEC tests. For Cu-rich phases, such as γ-Cu3V2O8 and
Cu11V6O26, a Cu-rich surface oxide layer was found to prevent
further V leaching from the bulk. It is possible that the same
self-passivation process would enhance the OER catalytic
activity of the surface and be responsible for the photocurrent
density increase in the initial period of the chronoamperometry
test. However, the detailed mechanism of γ-Cu3V2O8 surface
modification under illumination in aqueous solution and how
the oxygen evolution rate is affected by such changes are open
questions worth future investigation.
Despite the desirable bandgap and demonstrated photo-

activity of γ-Cu3V2O8, the photocurrents are very low relative to
their theoretical values and the IPCE shows that photocarrier
recombination dominates. To investigate the origin of this poor
photocarrier extraction, we systematically studied the depend-
ence of photocurrent on the thickness of sputtered γ-Cu3V2O8

films under both front-side and back-side illumination. Figure
7a shows the photocurrent densities for sulfite oxidation at an
applied potential of 1.23 V versus RHE measured from seven
different film thicknesses. With front-side illumination, the
photocurrent density initially increased with sample thickness
but saturated at a thickness of 50 nm and remained unchanged
for film thicknesses of up to 1.2 μm. In contrast, the back-side
illuminated photocurrent densities were not only lower than
their front-side counterparts, but also exhibited an exponentially
decreasing trend with increasing film thickness. The reduced
PEC performance of n-type γ-Cu3V2O8 under back-side
illumination is indicative of a short hole diffusion length. In
this geometry, light absorption primarily generates charge
carriers in the volume next to the back contact and the minority
carriers (holes) must move toward the SCLJ. As they migrate
across the film, these holes may be trapped by lattice defects
and recombine with majority carriers (electrons). Therefore, in
thicker films, the photogenerated holes have lower probability
of reaching the surface junction. Pala et al.46 have proposed
that, in the strong absorption regime, where the film thickness
W is much larger than the absorption depth α−1 (W ≫ α−1),
the back-side illuminated photocurrent Jphoto would decay
exponentially with respect to W, and the decay constant would
be equal to the hole diffusion length Lh, according to

Figure 6. (a) Linear sweep voltammetry (LSV) measurement of a γ-
Cu3V2O8 photoelectrode under chopped front-side illumination by
simulated AM1.5 irradiation at 1 sun intensity. The scan rate was 50
mV/s. (b) IPCE spectrum of γ-Cu3V2O8 thin film at 1.23 V versus
RHE. The yellow line indicates the absorption coefficient α obtained
by VASE. (c) Chronoamperometry measurement in 0.1 M sodium
borate buffer (pH 9.2) under front-side AM1.5 irradiation at 1 sun
intensity and at an applied potential of 1.23 V versus RHE.
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Conversely, if the semiconductor were merely weakly absorbing
(α−1 ≫ W), the back-side illuminated photocurrent would still
decrease exponentially with respect to the thickness. However,
the decay constant would provide a measure of the absorption
depth, α−1, rather than the hole diffusion length due to the
following relation:

α∝ −J Wexp( )photo (4)

The results shown in Figure 7a were measured with a
simulated solar spectrum that predominately comprises visible
and infrared wavelengths. Importantly, γ-Cu3V2O8 absorbs
weakly below its 2.74 eV direct band gap, yielding absorption
depths of ∼0.2−2 μm in the visible range that are similar to or
greater than the thicknesses of examined films. As a result, the
172.8 ± 12.5 nm decay constant obtained by fitting the back-
side illuminated photocurrent densities in Figure 7a does not
directly reflect the hole diffusion length but, rather, the
approximate optical absorption depth. To extract the value of
Lh, a 340 nm light-emitting diode (M340L4, ThorLabs) with
∼10 nm spectral full width at half-maximum (fwhm) was used

for illuminating the photoelectrodes from the back-side. Since
γ-Cu3V2O8 has much stronger absorption near 340 nm (α ≈
2.5 × 105 cm−1, as shown in Figure 6b), this experiment falls
under the strong absorption regime and can be described by eq
3. Indeed, the measured back-side illuminated photocurrent
densities with a 340 nm source declined much more rapidly
with thickness than the analogous measurements with the solar
simulator. Using the 340 nm source, a significant drop of the
photocurrent was observed between the 50 and 100 nm film
thicknesses (Figure 7b). Although the available data points
were not sufficient for getting a reliable fit of eq 3 for
determination of Lh, comparison of several modeled
exponential decay curves to the experimental data reveal that
the hole diffusion length is in the range of 20−40 nm. Thus, it
can be concluded that the PEC performance of γ-Cu3V2O8 is
limited by the poor hole transport coupled with weak light
absorption (α ≈ 103−104 cm−1) in the visible range.
Achieving a balance between absorption depth, α−1, and hole

diffusion length, Lh, is known to be important for improving the
extractable photocurrent. As an example, Si also absorbs visible
light weakly due to its indirect band gap, but because of the
exceptionally long carrier diffusion lengths in the material,47

highly efficient light harvesting is possible from thick wafers.
For materials with extremely short hole diffusion lengths, such
as α-Fe2O3 (2−4 nm),48 it becomes crucial to facilitate carrier
extraction via approaches such as elemental doping49,50 and the
decoupling of the light absorption depth from the hole diffusion
length by nanostructuring.9,10 The small optical band gap and
outstanding chemical stability of γ-Cu3V2O8 make it extremely
appealing as a candidate photoanode for use in tandem PEC
water-splitting cells. However, to identify its real utility, the
underlying cause of the short hole diffusion length requires
further investigation. In this respect, the intrinsic electronic
structure and details of orbital hybridization, as studied here,
can play a central role in defining carrier transport properties.
Upon initial consideration, it may be expected that the Cu 3d-
orbital character of the CBM would impose significant
constraints on electron transport through highly localized and
correlated states, whereas the relatively delocalized O 2p states
of the VBM would permit relatively long hole diffusion lengths.
The fact that the opposite is observed suggests that defect- or
self-trapping of charge carriers plays a dominant role in defining
charge extraction efficiency of the γ-Cu3V2O8 films investigated
here. While defect-related processes can be addressed via
controlled growth and passivation procedures, self-trapping
imposes fundamental restrictions and requires approaches such
as advanced nanostructuring, composition modification, and
strain engineering.
Carrier self-trapping via small polaron formation has been

proposed as the major limiting factor in defining the carrier
mobilities in BiVO4 and a range of other transition metal
oxides.51−54 Instead of moving freely in the energy bands,
photogenerated carriers localize strongly at specific lattice sites
and distort the surrounding lattice, leading to slow carrier
transport via thermally activated hopping. Although it has yet to
be investigated in detail, charge carrier trapping and polaron
formation in γ-Cu3V2O8 are likely given the nature of this
material as a charge transfer insulator. Future studies, in which
DFT calculations are used for analysis of the RIXS data set,
should provide additional insight into the energetic favorability
of electron and hole localization. Ultimately, the degree to
which hole localization effects can be overcome or managed will

Figure 7. (a) Photocurrent densities under AM1.5G simulated
irradiation at 1 sun intensity, with illumination from the front-side
(red) and back-side (blue), as a function of film thickness. (b) Back-
side illuminated photocurrent density with 340 nm irradiation. Dashed
lines are the modeled photocurrent decay with 20, 40, and 60 nm hole
diffusion lengths. All measurements were obtained at an applied
electrochemical bias of 1.23 V versus RHE.
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dictate whether γ-Cu3V2O8 has actual promise as an advanced
photoanode.

4. CONCLUSIONS

In this study, a reactive co-sputtering deposition was developed
for the growth of high-quality γ-Cu3V2O8 thin films with
compact morphology and precise control of crystal phase. The
indirect and direct allowed band gaps were found to be 1.80
and 2.74 eV, respectively. An additional weak absorption peak
at 1.30 eV was observed and assigned to the on-site ligand field
transition of Cu2+. A comprehensive study of the electronic
structure was performed with several X-ray spectroscopic
techniques including XPS, XAS, nonresonant XES, and RIXS.
The VBM was measured to be 1.37 eV below the Fermi energy
at the vacuum interface and consist mainly of O 2p states, while
bonding Cu 3d and V 3d states were observed to lie deeper
within the valence band. The CBM was found to be dominated
by unoccupied Cu 3d states, with V 3d states residing at higher
energies. Together, these findings allowed the material to be
classified as a charge transfer insulator with a fundamental
bandgap of 1.80 eV.
The surface of γ-Cu3V2O8 was found to possess intrinsic

catalytic activity for water oxidation with ∼62 μA/cm2

photocurrent density measured at 1.23 V versus RHE under
AM1.5 simulated 1 sun irradiation. In the presence of sacrificial
hole acceptor, the photocurrent density was increased to 91
μA/cm2, while the onset potential shifted cathodically to 0.70 V
versus RHE. The PEC stability of γ-Cu3V2O8 was manifested by
chronoamperometric measurements that revealed stable photo-
current density, with more than 20 h of continuous operation in
pH 9.2 buffer solution, possibly enabled by a self-passivation
effect. Nevertheless, low IPCE values in the range of 3% were
measured and indicated poor charge extraction. The limiting
factor for photocurrent generation was found to be the short
hole diffusion length (Lh ≈ 20−40 nm). The finding that hole
transport, rather than electron transport, is a performance
limiting factor for these γ-Cu3V2O8 photoanodes is somewhat
surprising considering that the CBM comprises highly localized
Cu d-orbital states of the upper Hubbard band, whereas the
VBM is composed of O 2p orbitals, which should be more
delocalized. Therefore, it likely that defect trapping or polaron
formation plays an important role in defining carrier diffusion
lengths and thus functional photoelectrode performance. These
observations reveal that, while the bandgap and stability of γ-
Cu3V2O8 make it a promising candidate as a next generation
photoanode material, the specific origin of the short hole
diffusion length will need to be identified to determine practical
limits to its efficiency for PEC applications. Furthermore, such
insights are expected to inform a broader assessment of the
potential of emerging transition metal vanadates as semi-
conductor photoelectrodes.
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